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RECOMMENDED TOOLS FOR ASSEMBLY

PHILLIPS SCREW DRIVER

EITHER/OR

HAMMER

RUBBER MALLET
(PREFERRED)

HARDWARE AND MISC. INCLUDED: (PACKAGED IN A BAG)

NOTE: ALL ITEMS ARE SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE; IF YOU ARE NOT SURE WHICH PART IS CORRECT, THEN PLACE ON TOP OF ITEM BELOW FOR HELP DURING ASSEMBLY.

20 EA. - MINIFIX POST - 1 3/4" L

20 EA. - MINIFIX CAMS
(MINIFIX CAMS MAY ALREADY BE INSERTED INTO PANELS)

24 EA. - WOOD DOWELS - 1 1/8" L

4 EA. - SELF-STICKING COVERS FOR MINIFIX CAMS

4 EA. - CLEAR PLASTIC SHELF REST WITH CHROME METAL PIN
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PARTS INCLUDED INSIDE CARTON:

1 EA.
TOP DECK PANEL

1 EA.
COUNTERTOP

1 EA.
FRONT PANEL

1 EA.
WOOD SHELF

1 EA.
LEFT END PANEL

1 EA.
DECK PANEL (BOTTOM)

1 EA.
RIGHT END PANEL

1 EA.
FRONT DECK PANEL

1 EA.
BACK DECK PANEL
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STEP 1:
PLACE THE RIGHT AND LEFT SIDE PANELS ON A FLAT SURFACE WITH THE INSIDE FACE UP AND SCREW ONE OF THE MINIFIX POSTS IN EACH OF THE TEN (10) HOLES INDICATED IN BOTH THE LEFT AND RIGHT SIDE PANELS. (SEE DIAGRAM “1A”)
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STEP 2:
PLACE ONE WOODEN DOWEL INTO EACH OF THE TWELVE (12) HOLES INDICATED IN BOTH THE LEFT AND RIGHT END PANELS. GENTLY TAP EACH WOODEN DOWEL WITH A HAMMER OR RUBBER MALLET UNTIL SECURED (SEE DIAGRAM “2A”).

ENLARGEMENT DETAIL
SEE DIAGRAM "2A" FOR LOCATION OF HOLES
STEP 3:

MAKE SURE THAT MINIFIX POST AND WOOD DOWELS ARE IN-LINE BEFORE PUSHING DECK PANEL ON END PANEL.

TIGHTEN MINIFIX CAM BY TURNING CLOCKWISE OR TOWARDS THE PLUS SIGN.
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STEP 4:

DIAGRAM "4A"

DECK PANEL (BOTTOM)

FRONT PANEL

TIGHTEN MINIFIX CAM BY TURNING CLOCKWISE OR TOWARDS THE PLUS SIGN
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STEP 5:

DIAGRAM "5A"
STEP 6:

LOWER THE RIGHT END PANEL WITH ALL MINFIX POSTS AND WOODEN DOWELS INSERTED (SEE STEP 1) ON TO THE ASSEMBLED PANELS MAKING SURE TO LINE UP ALL POSTS AND DOWELS WITH THE HOLES INDICATED IN DIAGRAM “6B”. GENTLY TAP THE PANEL INTO PLACE. TIGHTEN THE TEN REMAINING 3/4” MINFIX CAMS WITH A CLOCKWISE TURN UNTIL THE RIGHT SIDE PANEL IS SECURED.

MAKE SURE TO SCREW ALL TEN MINIFIX CAMS CLOCKWISE TO LOCK END PANEL INTO PLACE.
STEP 7:

TURN THE UNIT UPRIGHT AS INDICATED IN DIAGRAM "7A". PLACE ONE SELF-STICKING COVER OVER EACH OF THE FOUR MINIFIX CAMS THAT ARE STILL VISIBLE FROM THE BACK OF THE UNIT AS IN DIAGRAM "7B". PLACE THE FOUR CLEAR PLASTIC SHELF RESTS AT THE DESIRED HEIGHT AS INDICATED IN DIAGRAM "7C". SLIDE THE WOODEN SHELF INTO PLACE AS IN DIAGRAM "7D" AND YOUR UNIT IS COMPLETE.